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Who is Steen
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Born in Denmark many many many years ago
Sperry Univac operator and programmer 1982-1985 (ASM, RPG II, Cobol)
IMS/DB and IMS/DC as well as DB2 from 1985-1995 (even DB2 for OS/2 and
AS400)
First DB2 experience using V1R1M0
PLATINUM technology from 1995-2000 then acquired by CA
European Presales 2000-2002
Moved to Chicago 2002 being liaison between customers/CA DB2 development
Moved into CA MSC in 2010
IBM Information Champion since 2014
Now enjoying the beach life in Oak Island NC . . . . . . But . . . . .
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Tablespace Evolvement –
PBR2 is the new kid on the block
Steen Rasmussen
Broadcom Mainframe Division
June 4th 2:30pm – 3:30pm

A08

Abstract : The tablespace design has been through many changes and
enhancements. This presentation will cover each of the tablespace types including
pro’s and con’s and limitations as well as best practices. The emphasis will be on the
new tablespace type (Relative Addressing) introduced in Db2 12 using a live Db2 12
system to illustrate the details.
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Agenda
• Tablespace types since the early days of Db2 and the
pro’s and con’s
• Simple Tablespaces, Index Controlled Partitioning
• Segmented tablespaces
• UTS : Table Controlled Partitioning and Partition By
Growth
• Relative Byte Addressing
• Live walk through all the new DDL attributes, utility
processing and enhancements to schema
management
Abstract : The tablespace design has been through many changes and
enhancements. This presentation will cover each of the tablespace types including
pro’s and con’s and limitations as well as best practices. The emphasis will be on the
new tablespace type (Relative Addressing) introduced in Db2 12 using a live Db2 12
system to illustrate the details.
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Tablespace types since the early days
of Db2 and their pro’s and con’s

Let’s start with a view back to the 1980’s when Db2 was introduced and look at the
options available.
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Db2 V1R1M0 Tablespace Types

One thing is absolutely for sure – the life of a DBA creating a tablespace was way less
complex than nowadays – at least when it comes to deciding which parameters to
use.
On the other hand, considering IMPLICIT tablespaces and many parameters being
default via DSNZPARM, you could argue if the grass is greener nowadays.
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Tablespace Types - SIMPLE
•
•
•
•
•

One of two types when Db2 was introduced in 1983
Deprecated in Db2 V9
Still exists in most shops – few have the luxury to convert
– Consider implementing procedures to convert when schema changes are going in
The early days recommended having multiple tables in one tablespace
– RI related tables, many small tables a few examples
Challenges
– Schema changes forcing UDCL
– Tablespace scans, mass-delete, . . . .
– No EASY conversion method to UTS (many newer Db2 features require UTS)

When the first release of Db2 became available in 1983, two different types of
tablespaces were available:

Simple tablespaces were deprecated in Db2 V9 but still exist in many Db2 shops due
to the fact that many simply don’t have the resources to convert these despite the
fact there are performance considerations involved like space management.
In the early days of Db2, one recommendation was to have multiple tables in one
tablespace – especially when the tables were small and had referential integrity
involved.
There are quite a few challenges associated with simple tablespaces – again, consider
getting these converted when possible. Many new Db2 features require the
tablespace to be UTS. Having multiple tables in one tablespace does complicate
schema changes when a drop is involved since all the tables need to be unloaded,
dropped and re-created. Mass deletes will have to delete every row as opposed to
using the segmented spacemap architecture.
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Tablespace Types – Index Controlled Partitioning
•
•
•
•

Also known as Classic Partitioning
Initially 64 partitions and only one table in a tablespace
Limitkeys defined on Index and tied to Clustering
Not the first choice except :
– For tables with “many rows” or expected to grow
– Control parallel processing within batch jobs via parameters

Besides simple tablespaces in the first releases of Db2, another option was
partitioning, but not as we know it in today’s world of Db2. The original partitioning
was called Index Controlled Partitioning and it was limited to 64 partitions.
The downside of this tablespace type was that you had to have a partitioning index as
well describing how the data should be clustered.
This tablespace type was mostly the choice if the tables were going to be “large”.
Another reason why partitioning was selected was selected was due to parallel
execution – either by the Db2 optimizer or because of controlled batch parallel
capabilities by providing “limitkey ranges” as input to the batch job. Of course this
could lead to NPI parallel processing challenges, so COMMIT frequency was a key
factor.
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Tablespace Types – SEGMENTED
•
•
•

Introduced in Db2 V4 and deprecated in Db2 12
Much better space administration <> Simple tablespaces
Up to 32 pagesets each 2GB -> converting to ICP not an option to grow due to relation
between # partitions and size:
#PARTITIONS Max Partition Size
1-16
4GB
17-32
2GB
33-64
1GB

•
•

Allowed more than one table in the tablespace
Easy conversion to PBG : ALTER TABLESPACE db.ts MAXPARTITIONS 1 and
REORG to instantiate PENDING schema change (one table only !!)

A third tablespace type was introduced in Db2 V4 – and deprecated when Db2 12
came along.
Compared to simple tablespaces and partitioned objects, one major advantage was
better space administration – helping mass-delete and multi-table tablespaces.
A segmented tablespace could grow up to 32 vsam datasets each 2GB. Considering
using index controlled partitioning to allow for more data wasn’t really an option due
to the link between partition size and the number of partitions.
Unlike simple tablespaces, there is a relative easy method available to convert a
segmented to a PBG (Partition By Growth) tablespace: This does requite the
tablespace to only have ONE TABLE : simply alter the tablespace using the
MAXPARTITIONS keyword and Db2 will do the conversion during an online reorg since
this is a PENDING CHANGE – sitting and waiting for the reorg to happen. You do have
to remember that a pending change will block for an immediate schema change, but
the pending change(s) can be dropped and re-instantiated.
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Table Controlled Partitioning
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Tablespace Types – Index Controlled partitioning
•
•
•
•
•

Db2 V5 introduced LARGE tablespaces
#Partitions up from 64 to 254
Partition size still limited to 4GB depending on number of partitions
Db2 V6 changed LARGE to DSSIZE – all partitions can be 64GB
Db2 V8 introduced Table Controlled Partitioning and DPSI’s
– 4096 partitions and the ability to ADD/ROTATE partitions (adding to the end)
– DSSIZE depended on #partitions > 254
– Easy conversion method to Table Controlled Partitioning by ALTER INDEX
DROP/ADD CLUSTER (Clustering tied to LIMITKEY removed)
(More partitioning in two slides)

Db2 tables started to grow faster than some people anticipated, so pressure started
to lift some of the restrictions/limitations.

Db2 V5 introduced LARGE tablespaces for partitioned objects and also quadrupled
the number of partitions to 254.
More changes went into Db2 V6 where DSSIZE was introduced so all partitions could
be 64GB.
A major change happened in Db2 V8 where a new partitioning schema came to life.
Table controlled partitioning became available where the tie to a clustering index was
removed and DPSI indexes introduced. At the same time, number of partitions
increased to 4096 from 254.
Converting to TCP from ICP is pretty simple – just two ALTER statements
removing/adding the CLUSTER attribute for the clustering/partitioned index.
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Tablespace Types – Universal Tablespace (UTS)
•
•

•

Two different types of “partitioning”
Partition By Range (PBR)
– Replaces TCP/ICP
– LIMITKEYS on the table like TCP
– Still no ability to add partitions “in the middle”
– All partitions have the same DSSIZE attribute
Partition By Growth (PBG)
– No limitkeys – behaves like segmented to some degree
– NUMPARTS describes now many to physically DEFINE
– MAXPARTITIONS describes maximum to use – can be ALTER’ed

Nowadays we have two tablespace types – both being “partitioned” with the
common theme being Universal Tablespaces.
You can decide to control how data is partitioned using LIMITKEYS (Partition by
Range) which is similar to TCP and ICP.
If you don’t “care” about partitioning, you can let Db2 grow the tablespace as needed
using Partition by Growth. This is pretty similar to the good old segmented
tablespaces in nature.
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Tablespace Types – so what’s missing for UTS PBR (1) ?
•

•
•
•

Can’t add partitions in the middle – sort of – pretty intrusive and cumbersome
– Requires to ADD partitions at the end and alter all LIMITKEYS resulting in a “hard
stop” (unless on Db2 11 where LIMITKEY change results in AREO*)
All partitions using same attributes like DSSIZE and Page Size
Number of partitions dictated by DSSIZE and Page Size
– This is a real concern and has caused outages (next page)
Index and XML attributes inherited tablespace attributes

• The answer to all evils : PBR2 or Relative Byte Addressing in
Db2 12

Having a look at Partition by Range tablespaces, what’s really missing – what are the
DBA’s complaining about.
Sometimes it is necessary to add a partition in the middle of the tablespace. You can
sort of do that today by adding a partition to the end and then alter all the limitkeys,
but you have to do a lot of reorgs before the object is available again.
Also, the tablespace attributes (like DSSIZE and PGSIZE) have to be identical for all
partitions. This attribute also controls how many partitions which can be defined,
which is a real concern when you are about to run out of space since additional space
could be made available by altering DSSIZE.
The good news is the new tablespace type in Db2 12 solves these issues.
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Tablespace Types – so what’s missing for UTS PBR (2) ?
•

Dead Man’s toolbox when a partition gets full
– Many DBA’s are monitoring %space left per partition
– As opposed to end up “dead” DSSIZE might be alterable
– Quite complex to calculate how many more rows can fit
(Please see next slide – thank you to Kenneth Larsen NETS Denmark)
– Calculating the same numbers for indexes is not as easy
(SQL statement can be shared but isn’t as accurate as tablespace calculation)

Many shops do want to monitor how full an object or partition is – especially prior to
mass inserts or loads.
This can be very beneficial since you might have the option to increase DSSIZE.
However, the algorithm to calculate this isn’t straight forward for tablespaces.
It’s even more complex for indexes since you need to use the average key-length and
this isn’t a part of the RTS statistics, so you kind of depend yourself on the accuracy in
the catalog which is from the last executed runstats.
The tablespace calculations is on the next slide, while I haven’t included the
indexspace calculation but can share if you contact me.
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Tablespace Types – so what’s missing for UTS PBR (3) ?
SELECT strip(c.creator) !! '.' !! C.NAME as TABLE_NAME,
strip(b.dbname) !! '.' !! b.NAME AS TABLESPACE, A.PARTITION, d.maxpartitions,
END as used_percentage,
CASE
b.TOTALROWS,
WHEN ( DSSIZE > 0 AND A.PARTITION >= 1) THEN d.dssize/(1024)
A.COMPRESS,
WHEN (D.TYPE = ' ' AND DSSIZE = 0 AND A.PARTITION >= 1) THEN 2048
b.REORGLASTTIME,
WHEN (D.TYPE = 'L' AND DSSIZE = 0 AND A.PARTITION >= 1) THEN 4096
b.REORGINSERTS,
WHEN (D.TYPE = ' ' AND DSSIZE = 0 AND A.PARTITION = 0) THEN 2048
b.REORGDELETES,
END as dssize_mb,
b.REORGUPDATES,
CASE
b.REORGUNCLUSTINS,
WHEN ( DSSIZE > 0 AND A.PARTITION >= 1) THEN d.dssize/(1024)
100*b.REORGUNCLUSTINS/b.REORGINSERTS as REORGUIPCT
WHEN (D.TYPE = ' ' AND DSSIZE = 0 AND A.PARTITION >= 1) THEN 2048
FROM SYSIBM.SYSTABLES C
WHEN (D.TYPE = 'L' AND DSSIZE = 0 AND A.PARTITION >= 1) THEN 4096
JOIN SYSIBM.SYSTABLEPART A ON A.DBNAME = C.DBNAME
WHEN (D.TYPE = ' ' AND DSSIZE = 0 AND A.PARTITION = 0) THEN 2048*32
AND A.TSNAME = C.TSNAME
END as max_size_mb,
JOIN SYSIBM.SYSTABLESPACE D ON D.DBNAME = C.DBNAME
CASE
AND D.NAME = C.TSNAME
WHEN ( DSSIZE > 0 AND A.PARTITION >= 1) THEN (b.nactive * D.PGSIZE) / 1024
JOIN SYSIBM.SYSTABLESPACESTATS b ON A.DBNAME = B.DBNAME
WHEN (D.TYPE = ' ' AND DSSIZE = 0 AND A.PARTITION >= 1) THEN (b.nactive * D.PGSIZE) / 1024
AND A.TSNAME = B.NAME AND A.PARTITION = b.PARTITION
WHEN (D.TYPE = 'L' AND DSSIZE = 0 AND A.PARTITION >= 1) THEN (b.nactive * D.PGSIZE) / 1024
WHERE c.CREATOR='?' -- or any other predicate to limit the scope
WHEN (D.TYPE = ' ' AND DSSIZE = 0 AND A.PARTITION = 0) THEN (b.nactive * D.PGSIZE) / 1024
AND c.type = 'T'
END AS USED_mb,
AND b.NACTIVE IS NOT NULL
CASE
ORDER BY 1, 2, 3 FOR FETCH ONLY
WHEN ( DSSIZE > 0 AND A.PARTITION >= 1) THEN (((b.nactive * D.PGSIZE) / 1024) * 100) / (d.dssize/1024)
WHEN (D.TYPE = ' ' AND DSSIZE = 0 AND A.PARTITION >= 1) THEN (((b.nactive * D.PGSIZE) / 1024) * 100) / 2048
WHEN (D.TYPE = 'L' AND DSSIZE = 0 AND A.PARTITION >= 1) THEN (((b.nactive * D.PGSIZE) / 1024) * 100) / 4096
WHEN (D.TYPE = ' ' AND DSSIZE = 0 AND A.PARTITION = 0) THEN (((b.nactive * D.PGSIZE) / 1024) * 100) / (2048*32)
END as used_percentage,
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Tablespace Types – so what’s missing for UTS PBR (4) ?
• When DSSIZE can be altered – entire tablespace needs REORG
DSNT360I
DSNT362I

!D12A ***********************************
!D12A
DATABASE = IDUG19DB STATUS = RW
DBD LENGTH = 4028
DSNT397I !D12A
NAME
TYPE PART STATUS
PHYERRLO PHYERRHI CATALOG PIECE
-------- ---- ----- ----------------- -------- -------- -------- ----RANGEV11 TS
0001 RW
-THRU
0004
RANGEV11 TS
-----------------------------------------------------------------------ALTER TABLESPACE IDUG19DB.RANGEV11 DSSIZE 2G;
DSNT404I SQLCODE = 610, WARNING: A CREATE/ALTER ON OBJECT
IDUG19DB.RANGEV11 HAS PLACED OBJECT IN ADVISORY REORG PENDING

We talked about one potential solution to accommodate more rows is to increase
DSSIZE. In Db2 11 this require a reorg of the entire tablespace since the attribute is
global for the object and not for specific to individual partitions.
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Relative Byte Addressing –
let’s see how it all works and
how to get there
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Relative Byte Addressing Characteristics
•
•

Must be EA enabled
Hash / Clone tables not supported

•

PAGENUM can be ABSOLUTE / RELATIVE (new ZPARM default can be set)

• No fallback – but why would you
•

•

RID increases to 7 bytes from 5 bytes
– 2 byte for partition number saved on header page
– Page number is 4 bytes relative within partition)
Partition size up to 1TB (PBG up to 128TB)
– Total size is 4PB which can hold 256 Trillion rows

Let’s have a look at what the requirements are to use the new Relative Byte
Addressing tablespace type.
First of all – the stogroup must use EA.
Hash and Clone tables are not supported (maybe this indicates the future for these
object types).
You can set a ZPARM parameter to what the default should be : Absolute or Relative.
There’s no easy method to go back to absolute (UDCL) but why would you due to all
the advantages.

Worthwhile to mention that the RID increases from 5 to 7 bytes, meaning the objects
will grow a little bit and so will the LOG. The reason for the two additional bytes is
that the partitin number now starts from ZERO for every partition.
The new limit for a partition is now 1 TB which is 4PB and can hold approximately 256
trillion rows which should last until I retire. The total size of a PBG tablespace is
128TB.
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Relative Byte Addressing Characteristics
• DSSIZE can be at the partition level and doesn’t have to be power of
2 (Less intrusive to change attributes like DSSIZE (immediate alter
unless decreasing )
• INDEX and XML DSSIZE independent from tablespace attribute
• Tie between #PARTITIONS and DSSIZE / PAGE SIZE removed
– Can’t identify partition number from page number)

• Ability to insert a partition in the middle with minimal impact

Once you have a RELATIVE addressing tablespace, the DSSIZE attribute can be
different for each partition and it doesn’t have to be a power of 2. This also means
that you can change the DSSIZE for just one partition, and it is an immediate
alteration.
Another great feature available for this new tablespace type is that you have the
ability to insert a partition anywhere you want – we will illustrate this scenario later.
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Relative Byte Addressing Characteristics
• Tablespace types:
–

SYSTABLESPACE.TYPE

–

SYSTABLESPACE.PAGENUM

In order to verify which tablespace type you are looking at, two catalog columns
illustrate this.
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Relative Byte Addressing Characteristics
•

Log record changes during migration for ALL tablespace types (and index)
– New keyword for DSN1LOGP since partition number not part of Page#

Once you move to Db2 12, the log record is changing for any tablespace type as well
as for indexes.

Since the partition number cant be derived from the page number anymore (each
partition starts with page 0), there is an extension to the DSN1LOGP stand-alone
utility, so you can specify which partition you are interested in and the page number.
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Relative Byte Addressing Characteristics
• DSN1LOGP sample
//STEP1
EXEC PGM=DSN1LOGP
//*
//STEPLIB DD DISP=SHR,DSN=D12A.PRIVATE.SDSNEXIT
//
DD DISP=SHR,DSN=DB2.DB2C10.SDSNLOAD
//*
//SYSSUMRY DD
SYSOUT=*
//SYSPRINT DD
SYSOUT=*
//SYSABEND DD
SYSOUT=*
//ABNLIGNR DD
DUMMY
SUPPRESS ABENDAID DUMPS
//BSDS
DD DSN=D12A.BSDS01,DISP=SHR
//SYSIN
DD *
RBASTART (00D5895D7DBF5B043A00)
RBAEND
(00D5895DAC5C921E1200)
SUMMARY(NO)
/*

Just a sample piece of JCL to execute DSN1LOGP.
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Relative Byte Addressing Characteristics
• Formatted Log-Record output for an insert
URID: 000000000347500C6B9A URID Status
: Committed Connection-id : DB2CA
LRSN: 00D5895D7DBF5B043A00 Primary Auth-id: RASST02
Connection Type: TSO/B
Member
:
Correlation-id : RASST02
Plan name: RBPAP200
Timestamp
: 2019-01-15-16.07.45.126631
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Table: RASST02.IDUG19_PBRV12
OBID:
6
Database: IDUG19DB Tablespace: RANGEV12
DBID: 12358 PSID:
5
Activity due to
Activity due to
Activity
Compensation
RI Constraints
Updates :
0
0
0
Deletes :
0
0
0
Inserts :
1
0
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Here is a snippet of the a log record formatted and the next slide illustrates the raw
output from DSN1LOGP.
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Relative Byte Addressing Characteristics
• DSN1LOGP new output details
– Part of the INSERT from previous slides
000000000347500C6DD6 URID(000000000347500C6DD6)
LRSN(00D5895D7DC17CE46000) TYPE(UR CONTROL)
IDUG19DB.RANGEV12
BPID:
1
NO. OF PARTS:
4
PART
1) GBP-DEPENDENT: NO
GBPCACHE: CHANGED
TESTPAGE: NO
P-LOCK HELD STATE: NONE
P-LOCK CACHED STATE: NONE
P-LOCK UPGRADED: NO
INSTANCE: I

*LRH* 000000BA
00000000
895D7DC1
0000 00010000
0020 E2D6D7D9
0040 F2C14040
0060 F240D589

00FC0009
00000000
7CE46000
00004000
4040D589
40400000
5D7DBFF1

03A00000
00005000
00000000
00000000
5D7DC17C
00000000
0001

00000000
00200001
00000000
00000700
E1D24040
0000001A

SUBTYPE(BEGIN UR)

00000000 0347500C 6DD60000 000000
00000000 00000000 00000000 000000
0000F0F2 F14BD6D7 D5D3C7D9 F0F0E2
40404040 4040E2E8 E2E3C5D4 4040C4
0001E4E2 C9D3C4C1 F0F1C4F1 F2C1C4

000000000347500C6E90 TYPE(
REDO ) URID(000000000347500C6DD6)
LRSN(00D5895D7DC17D201800) DBID(0001) OBID(00CF) PART(0001)
SUBTYPE(UPDATE SPACE MAP) CLR(NO) PROCNAME(DSNISGSU)
*LRH* 00000080
00000000
895D7DC1
*LG** 08000100
00000000
0000 100EC700

00BA0009
0347500C
7D201800
CF000025

0EA00000
6DD65000
00000000
43010000

PA

00000000 00000000 0347500C 6DD60000 000000
04000003 00000000 00000347 500C6DD6 000000
00000000
00000347 500AA276 47408000 00010000 000000

10000000 00000000

The raw output from DSN1LOGP – some nice additions compared to previous Db2
versions.

You can now see the number of partitions as well as the partition number is part of
the log-record.
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Creating a Relative Byte Addressing Tablespace
• Note DSSIZE can be different for each partition
CREATE TABLESPACE RANGEV12
IN IDUG19DB
USING STOGROUP SYSDEFLT
PRIQTY -1 SECQTY -1 ERASE NO
BUFFERPOOL BP1
DSSIZE 1G SEGSIZE 4 PAGENUM RELATIVE
NUMPARTS 4
(PARTITION 1
USING STOGROUP ESTOGPDS
PRIQTY -1
SECQTY -1
COMPRESS NO
DSSIZE 1G
TRACKMOD YES

,PARTITION 2
USING STOGROUP ESTOGPDS
PRIQTY -1
SECQTY -1
COMPRESS NO
DSSIZE 3G
TRACKMOD YES
,PARTITION 3
USING STOGROUP ESTOGPDS
PRIQTY -1
SECQTY -1
COMPRESS NO
DSSIZE 1G
TRACKMOD YES

The biggest part of this presentation is related to real life scenarios using a Db2 12
system to illustrate how to create this new tablespace type, how the schema changes
behave and look like as well as how to convert a tablespace from ABSOLUTE to
RELATIVE.
PAGENUM RELATIVE is the new keyword.
Also, please note that DSSIZE can be different for each partition.
Otherwise everything is normal business.
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Creating a Relative Byte Addressing Tablespace
• No changes to the table DDL whether relative/absolute byte
addressing
CREATE TABLE RASST02.IDUG19_PBRV12
( COUNTRY VARCHAR ( 50 )
, CITY VARCHAR ( 30 )
, ZIPCODE CHAR ( 10 )
, RESIDENTS INTEGER
)
IN IDUG19DB.RANGEV12
PARTITION BY
( COUNTRY )
( PARTITION 1 ENDING AT ( 'G' )
, PARTITION 2 ENDING AT ( 'M' )
, PARTITION 3 ENDING AT ( 'T' )
, PARTITION 4 ENDING AT ( 'ZZZ' )

CREATE INDEX RASST02.IDUG19_PBRV12_I1 ON
RASST02.IDUG19_PBRV12
( COUNTRY ASC)
PARTITIONED
USING STOGROUP ESTOGPDS
ERASE NO
FREEPAGE 0
PCTFREE 10
BUFFERPOOL BP0
CLOSE YES
;
);

There are no new attributes for the CREATE TABLE or INDEX statement – everything is
identical to the “old ABSOLUTE” tablespace type.
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Altering attributes for a Relative Byte Addressing Tablespace
• Assume you need to change DSSIZE
for partition 3 to be 5G
ALTER TABLESPACE IDUG19DB.RANGEV12 PART 3 DSSIZE 5G ;
DSNT360I !D12A ***********************************
DSNT362I !D12A DATABASE = IDUG19DB STATUS = RW DBD LENGTH = 8066
DSNT397I !D12A
NAME TYPE PART STATUS
PHYERRLO PHYERRHI CATALOG PIECE
-------- ---- ----- ----------------- -------- -------- -------- ----RANGEV10 TS 0001 RW,AREOR
-THRU 0004
RANGEV10 TS
RANGEV11 TS 0001 RW
-THRU 0004
RANGEV11 TS
RANGEV12 TS 0001 RW
-THRU 0004
RANGEV12 TS
******* DISPLAY OF DATABASE IDUG19DB ENDED **********************

• No entries in
SYSPENDINGDDL –
the change is
immediate ;-)
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Need an extra partition in the
middle ?
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Insert partition for a Relative Byte Addressing Tablespace
• Can be done for “old” tablespaces too – not as simple !
– ADD partition to the end
– Alter LIMITKEYS for all partitions from where “the new partition” goes until the last
partition
– Potentially lots of reorgs

•

Alternative could be to ROTATE if possible (Physical/Logical partition “mess”)
RANGEV12 TS
-THRU
RANGEV12 TS
IDUG19RP IX
-THRU
IDUG19RP IX

Same syntax as “old”
ADD partition

0001 RW
0004

ALTER TABLE RASST02.IDUG19_PBRV12
ADD PARTITION ENDING AT ( 'J' );

0001 RW
0004

DSNT404I SQLCODE = 610, WARNING: A CREATE/ALTER ON OBJECT
RASST02.IDUG19_PBRV12 HAS PLACED OBJECT IN ADVISORY REORG
PENDING

This is a wonderful new feature which will eliminate a lot of outages and headaches –
the ability to INSERT a PARTITION anywhere.

It can be done for the classic tablespaces too but it is very cumbersome and time
consuming.
This schema change is not immediate but a PENDING change since data will have to
be re-distributed, but the sweet thing is that there’s no outage and the object
remains in RW-mode. Interesting that the SYNTAX / ALTER statement is identical to
the old ADD PATITION statement.
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Insert partition for a Relative Byte Addressing Tablespace
• No VSAM pagesets allocated unlike ADD partition at the end

Another proof that inserting a partition in the middle is that no VSAM pagesets are
defined – unlike ADD’ing a partition to the end.
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Insert partition for a Relative Byte Addressing Tablespace
• PENDING Change recorded in sysibm.SYSPENDINGDDL

Let’s have a look at the PENDING change from INSERT’ing a partition in the middle.
Two keywords illustrate this : ENDING AT ‘J’ and PARTITION_KEYWORD. You can also
see the REORG_SCOPE columns indicating this.
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Insert partition for a Relative Byte Addressing Tablespace
•

Tablespace status after Online
Reorg of PART 2
PARTITION
1
2
3
4
5

•

TSNAME
RANGEV12
RANGEV12
RANGEV12
RANGEV12
RANGEV12

LIMITKEY
'G'
'M'
'T'
'ZZZ'
'J'

LOGICAL_PART
1
3
4
5
2

Commands, DDL, Utilities
operate on PHYSICAL partition,
so remember to match/pair
LOGICAL

ALTER TABLESPACE IDUG19DB.RANGEV12
ALTER PARTITION 5 TRACKMOD NO;
-STO PART(5)
RANGEV12 TS
-THRU
RANGEV12 TS

0001 RW
0004
0005 STOP

RUNSTATS TABLESPACE (IDUG19DB.RANGEV12 PART
LOGIC PART:
2 OF 5
PARTITION :
5 OF 5
PRIQTY : N/A
STORTYPE : I
SECQTY : N/A
STORNAME : ESTOGPDS
FREEPAGE: 0
GBPCACHE :
PCTFREE : 5
CHECKFLAG :
CHECKRID:
COMPRESS :
PAGESAVE: 0
STATSTIME : 2019-01-25-11.14.55.527820

0005)

N.ROWS
FARIND
NEARIND
ACTIVE%

:
:
:
:

2
0
0
0

Let’s have a closer look at the details when inserting a partition in the middle.
We started up with 4 partitions and limitkeys ‘G , ‘M’ , ‘T’ , ‘ZZZ’.
After instantiating the new partition using limitkey ‘J’:
*) Physical partition 5 is the new partition and is assigned logical partition 2 due to
the limitkey value.
This is the authors nightmare – physical and logical partitions are out of order.
Commands, SQL and utilities operate on the physical partition, so you need to have a
second look in order to operate on the partition intended. It would be nice to have an
additional keyword being LOGICAL_PARTITION to make these tasks easier.
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Insert partition for a Relative Byte Addressing Tablespace
• A closer look at reorg of
inserted partition
COUNTRY
DENMARK
INDIA
ISRAEL
KOREA
KINGDOM
KYRGYSISTAN
SWEDEN
SYRIA
SRI LANKA
SWITZERLAND
YEMEN
UNGARN
UK
UBS
ULAND

NAME
PHYSICAL-PART CARD LIMITKEYVAL LOGICALPART
RANGEV12
1
1
'G'
1
2
3
'M'
3
3
4
'T'
4
4
5
'ZZZ'
5
5
2
'J'
2

ALTER TABLE RASST02.IDUG19_PBRV12
ADD PARTITION ENDING AT ( ‘ST' );
NAME TYPE PART STATUS
-------- ---- ----- --------RANGEV12 TS 0001 RW
-THRU 0002
RANGEV12 TS 0003 RW,AREOR
RANGEV12 TS 0004 RW
-THRU 0005

No need to AREOR physical partition-6
since it doesn’t exist yet

REORG TABLESPACE
IDUG19DB.RANGEV12 PART 3
SHRLEVEL CHANGE
SORTDEVT SYSDA
SORTNUM 03
COPYDDN(COPYA001)
MAPPINGTABLE
MTIDUG19DBRANGEV12

Let’s have a closer look at what happens during the reorg process where the inserted
partition in instantiated.

The box to the left indicates the rows based on limitkeys.
We have 5 partitions (this is a continuation from the previous insert partition).
The upper right hand box illustrates the logical/physical/limitkey attributes.
Then a new partition is inserted with limitkey ‘ST’. This means that the purple rows
will have to be split. We can see physical partition 3 is placed in AREO*.
Physical partition 6 isn’t defined physically yet, so no need to reorg this one.
Physical partition 3 is being reorg’ed, lets look at the output on the next slide.
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Insert partition for a Relative Byte Addressing Tablespace
• Unload-Load messages from Reorg (partial)
UNLOAD PHASE STATISTICS - NUMBER OF RECORDS UNLOADED=4
FOR TABLESPACE IDUG19DB.RANGEV12 PART 3
UNLOAD PHASE STATISTICS - NUMBER OF RECORDS UNLOADED=4
FOR TABLESPACE IDUG19DB.RANGEV12

Physical partition-3 which was logical
partition-4 will have some data moved
into the NEW physical partition-6
becoming logical partition-4.

(RE)LOAD PHASE STATISTICS - NUMBER OF RECORDS=3 FOR
TABLE RASST02.IDUG19_PBRV12 PART=3

AND

(RE)LOAD PHASE STATISTICS - NUMBER OF RECORDS=1 FOR
TABLE RASST02.IDUG19_PBRV12 PART=6

Logical partition-4 becomes logical
partition-5 and the subsequent logical
partitions will all be increased by one.

This is just a small part of the reorg execution, but it illustrates pretty weel what’s
happening.

Physical partition 3 has 4 rows unloaded (the four purple ones from the previous
slide).
Physical partition 3 will have 3 of the rows reloaded and physical partition 6 (the
newly added partition) will have one row loaded. No data lost which is good. You
could argue why Db2 doesn’t unload the one row which has to be relocated and then
deletes it from the “old partition”, but this process is probably more efficient
considering when millions of rows are involved.
AT the same time the LOGICAL partitions will shift a bit due to the inserted new
limitkey.
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Insert partition for a Relative Byte Addressing Tablespace
• It is possible to add multiple partitions in one UoW.
– LIMITKEYS don’t have to be in a specific order

You can certainly add multiple partitions in one unit-of-work, even though the
documentation wasn’t very clear about this topic.
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PBR2 Limitations
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

MQT not supported or referenced by MQT
Index controlled tables will be converted to table controlled
Insert partition is a pending change unless surrounding partitions are not instantiated
Must be PBR and UTS
CREATE LOB TABLESPACE RANGEAUX
Not possible if LOB and XML columns
IN IDUG19DB
USING STOGROUP ESTOGPDS
AUX tablespaces can’t be defined as RELATIVE
PRIQTY -1 SECQTY -1 ERASE NO
BUFFERPOOL BP1
BSDS must have been converted to Extended
DSSIZE 1G SEGSIZE 4 PAGENUM
RELATIVE
;
DSNT408I SQLCODE = -109, ERROR:
PAGENUM CLAUSE IS NOT PERMITTED

As always there are limitations and Relative Byte Addressing tablespaces is no
exception.

The author of this presentation is always skeptic, so he had to try to see if a LOB
tablespace could be using Relative addressing despite the documentation said it isn’t
possible – and indeed it’s not supported.
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PBR2 Limitations
• What about attributes for INSERTED partition – documentation is
“very clear”
The attributes of the new partition are inherited or calculated. The sources of
inherited values might differ based on factors such as where the new partition
is added, and whether the table space was migrated from a previous release.
Generally, for partitions added after the last logical partition, most attribute
values are inherited from the last logical partition. However, some attributes
are inherited from the table space. For partitions added between existing
logical partitions, most attribute values are inherited from the table space, but
they might also be inherited from the last logical partition. If it is necessary to
change specific attributes for the new partition, you must issue separate
ALTER TABLESPACE and ALTER INDEX statements after adding the partition.

Since the syntax used for inserting a partition doesn’t support any attributes, the
author had to study.

After reading this statement multiple times, your author gave up – maybe this is a
topic for another presentation, but there are so many options / permutations –
meaning it can take quite some time to find a definite answer.
Anyways, probably not a big issue since you can alter the attributes after the fact.
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We do have what I believe to be a more readable (though not more descriptive) version of that same text in the Administration Guide under "Adding paritions"
https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSEPEK_12.0.0/admin/src/tpc/db2z_addpartition.html

The attributes of the new partition are inherited or calculated. If it is necessary to change specific attributes for
the new partition, you must issue separate ALTER TABLESPACE and ALTER INDEX statements after you add the partition.
Examine the catalog to determine whether the inherited values require changes.
The sources used for inherited attributes vary, depending on the position of the new partition and other factors.
A partition that is added as the last logical partition inherits most attributes from the previous last logical partition.
A partition that is added between existing logical partitions inherits most attribute values from the table space.
However, certain exceptions apply.
Again, I think that's more readable and we get to the point faster, but I recognize that it also does not tell you specifically what happens.
I intend to follow up with development to see if we can summarize the actual results better. I will let you know that outcome of that.

Thanks!
Regards,
Paul McWilliams
Information Developer - DB2 for z/OS
IBM Silicon Valley Lab
pamcwill@us.ibm.com
(408) 463-5240 (T/L: 543-5240)
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PBR2 Limitations
•

PBR2 tablespace
with 6 partitions
defined as
RELATIVE and one
LOB column

ALTER

TABLE RASST02.IDUG19_PBRLOB_EXPLICIT
ADD PARTITION ENDING AT ( 'UG' );
DSNT408I SQLCODE = -650, ERROR: THE ALTER STATEMENT
CANNOT BE EXECUTED, REASON 32
REASON 32 :An ALTER statement with an ADD PARTITION clause attempted to insert a
partition. This is not allowed for one of the following reasons:
The table is not in a range-partition universal table space.
The partition number is not valid.
The limit key value is not valid for an affected partition.
The table contains a LOB column, or a distinct type column that is based on a LOB data
type.

Unfortunately it isn’t possible to insert partitions to a PBR2 tablespace when LOB
columns exist.
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PBR2 Limitations
• Recover has same challenges as other immediate / pending changes
– You can’t recover to a point in time before materialization of a pending definition
change that results from an ALTER TABLE statement to insert a partition.
– If PENDING change and it hasn’t bee instantiated – execute ALTER to drop
pending changes

The only utility where considerations might be needed is for RECOVER.
Just like most immediate / pending schema changes, recovering to a PIT prior to
instantiating the change isn’t possible..
If the pending change (inserting a partition) hasn’t been instantiated (after the reorg),
you still can DROP the pending change via the ALTER statement.
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How do you get from
ABSOLUTE to RELATIVE
addressing
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Altering a Partition By Range tablespace
• Tablespace created prior to Db2 12 or in Db2 12 as ABSOLUTE
CREATE TABLESPACE RANGEV11
IN IDUG19DB
USING STOGROUP SYSDEFLT
PRIQTY -1 SECQTY -1 ERASE NO
BUFFERPOOL BP1
DSSIZE 1G
SEGSIZE 4
DEFINE YES
LOCKSIZE ANY
NUMPARTS 4
(PARTITION 1
USING STOGROUP SYSDEFLT
COMPRESS NO
TRACKMOD YES);

CREATE TABLE RASST02.IDUG19_PBRV11
( COUNTRY VARCHAR ( 50 )
, CITY VARCHAR ( 30 )
, ZIPCODE CHAR ( 10 )
, RESIDENTS INTEGER
)
IN IDUG19DB.RANGEV11
PARTITION BY
( COUNTRY )
( PARTITION 1 ENDING AT ( 'G' )
, PARTITION 2 ENDING AT ( 'M' )
, PARTITION 3 ENDING AT ( 'T' )
, PARTITION 4 ENDING AT ( 'ZZZ' )
;

Nobody as far as I can tell wants to go through the UDCL process to take advantage of
the new tablespace type, so thankfully it is possible to convert ABSOLUTE tablespaces
to RELATIVE.
In this scenario we have a range partitioned tablespace (PBR) created in Db2 11.
All partitions inherit the global attributes like DSSIZE.
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Altering a Partition By Range tablespace
• Easy to alter an ABSOLUTE tablespace to RELATIVE

ALTER TABLESPACE IDUG19DB.RANGV11 PAGENUM RELATIVE;
• BUT . . . . the change is pending

The ALTER statement is very simple – but there is a but – it’s a PENDING change
requiring the entire tablespace to be reorganized in one go in order for the alteration
to be instantiated.
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Altering a Partition By Range tablespace
• Reorg of entire
tablespace
converts from
ABSOLUTE to
RELATIVE

INSERT INTO "SYSIBM".SYSPENDINGDDL
( DBNAME , TSNAME , DBID , "PSID" , OBJSCHEMA , OBJNAME ,
OBJOBID , OBJTYPE , STATEMENT_TYPE , OPTION_ENVID ,
OPTION_KEYWORD , OPTION_VALUE , OPTION_SEQNO , CREATEDTS ,
RELCREATED , IBMREQD , ROWID , STATEMENT_TEXT , COLNAME ,
"PARTITION" , PARTITION_KEYWORD , COLUMN_KEYWORD ,
REORG_SCOPE_LOWPART , REORG_SCOPE_HIGHPART )
VALUES
( 'IDUG19DB' , 'RANGEV11' , 12358 , 8 , 'RASST02' , 'RANGEV11' ,
8 , 'S' , 'A' , 418 , 'PAGENUM' , 'RELATIVE' , 1 ,
'2019-01-08-15.40.38.254891334472' , 'Q' , 'Q' , DEFAULT , ,
'' , 0 , '' , '' , 0 , 0 )
;
FINAL LOG ITERATION STATISTICS. NUMBER OF LOG RECORDS = 0
LOG PHASE STATISTICS. NUMBER OF ITERATIONS = 1, NUMBER OF LOG RECORDS = 0
LOG PHASE COMPLETE, ELAPSED TIME = 00:00:01
APPLYING PENDING DEFINITION CHANGES COMPLETE FOR IDUG19DB.RANGEV11
SOME PARTITION STATISTICS MAY HAVE BECOME OBSOLETE ON IDUG19DB.RANGEV11
SWITCH PHASE COMPLETE, ELAPSED TIME = 00:00:03
DB2 IMAGE COPY SUCCESSFUL FOR TABLESPACE IDUG19DB.RANGEV11
COPY PROCESSED FOR TABLESPACE IDUG19DB.RANGEV11

When the ALTER statement from the previous slide was executed and the PENDING
change recorded, this is what Db2 does behind the scenes : inserting the PAGENUM
RELATIVE attribute into SYSPENDINGDDL.
The latter part of the box illustrates the output from REORG – the pending change is
instantiated and you are giving a fair warning that RUNSTATS information might be
obsolete.
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Altering a Partition By Range tablespace
• Catalog updates during instantiating PENDING change
UPDATE "SYSIBM".SYSTABLESPACE
SET STATUS = 'A' , NTABLES = 1
WHERE DBNAME = 'IDUG19DB’ AND "NAME" = 'RANGEV11'
INSERT INTO "SYSIBM".SYSOBDS
( CREATOR , "NAME" , DBID , "PSID" , "OBID" , OBDTYPE ,
VERSION , CREATEDTS , OBD , IBMREQD , RBA , ROWID ,
OBD_IMAGE , RELCREATED ) VALUES
( 'IDUG19DB' , 'RANGEV11' , 12358 , 2 , 2 , 'P' , -1 ,
'2019-01-08-16.32.58.892698' , X'' , 'N' ,
X'0000000003359E6D40FA' , DEFAULT , , 'Q' ) ;
INSERT INTO "SYSIBM".SYSOBDS
( CREATOR , "NAME" , DBID , "PSID" , "OBID" , OBDTYPE ,
VERSION , CREATEDTS , OBD , IBMREQD , RBA , ROWID ,
OBD_IMAGE , RELCREATED ) VALUES
( 'IDUG19DB' , 'RANGEV11' , 12358 , 2 , 1 , 'L' , -1 ,
'2019-01-08-16.32.58.892698' , X'' , 'N' ,
X'0000000003359E6D40FA' , DEFAULT , , 'Q' ) ;

;

DELETE FROM "SYSIBM".SYSPENDINGDDL
WHERE DBNAME = 'IDUG19DB'
AND TSNAME = 'RANGEV11'
AND DBID = 12358 AND "PSID" = 2
AND OBJSCHEMA = 'RASST02'
AND OBJNAME = 'RANGEV11'
AND OBJOBID = 2 AND OBJTYPE = 'S'
AND STATEMENT_TYPE = 'A'
AND OPTION_ENVID = 418
AND OPTION_KEYWORD = 'DSSIZE'
AND OPTION_VALUE = '2G'
AND OPTION_SEQNO = 1
AND CREATEDTS = '2019-01-0414.56.43.796707020507'
AND RELCREATED = ‘Q’ AND IBMREQD = 'Q'
AND COLNAME = ‘’ AND "PARTITION" = 0
AND PARTITION_KEYWORD = ''
AND COLUMN_KEYWORD = ''
AND REORG_SCOPE_LOWPART = 0
AND REORG_SCOPE_HIGHPART = 0 ;

----------------------------------------Catalog SQL executed:
------------------------------------------ Number of INSERT
statements generated: 69
-- Number of DELETE
statements generated: 16
-- Number of UPDATE
statements generated: 55

When you alter a PBR tablespace to become RELATIVE, a lot of thigs are going on in
the Db2 catalog.

System Pages are recorded in SYSOBDS, the relevant catalog tables are updated and
the row in SYSPENDINGDDL is deleted. All the DML statements executed by Db2 are
NOT listed here, but a total of 69 INSERT statements, 16 DELETE and 55 update
statements were executed during the instantiation of the conversion from ABSOLUTE
to RELATIVE.
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How To Get There
• From a NON-UTS
1.
2.
3.
4.

Convert to PBR eg. ALTER SEGSIZE which is a pending change
Alter tablespace attribute to be RELATIVE
REORG
Done !!

At this point in time I am sure you are wondering how to get to RELATIVE addressing
for the objects NOT being UTS (universal tablespace). The steps are pretty straight
forward but does require a little work.
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Questions, Comments Please?

THANK YOU
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Steen Rasmussen

Broadcom Mainframe Divisio>
steen.rasmussen@broadcom.com or db2steen@yahoo.com
A08

Please fill out your session evaluation
before leaving!

Thank you
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